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Anatomical Orientation





• 60 pediatric patients with 
primary brain tumors treated 
with proton therapy.

• Double scattering/uniform 
scanning

• Radiation necrosis was 
assessed by examining serial 
MRIs and clinical records.

• Thirty-one percent of patients 
developed radiation necrosis with a 
median time to development of 5.0 
months

• Risk factors included multiple 
chemotherapy agents (3 cytotoxic 
agents)

• Among patients with imaging findings 
of radiation necrosis, 25% demonstrated 
severe symptoms with medical 
intervention indicated.

• Pediatric patients with brain tumors treated with proton radiation therapy have a 
high incidence of radiation necrosis.

• The presence of multiple chemotherapeutic agents was found to be a statistically 
significant risk factor associated with radiation necrosis.

• Technique related?





Linear Energy Transfer

• Linear Energy Transfer (LET) = how much energy an 

ionizing particle transfers to the material traversed per unit 

distance.

• [keV/micro-meter]

• [MeV/cm]

• Radiation Dose [Gy=J/Kg]

• Dose weighted-LET = 
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• Ependymoma and medulloblastoma
• Preferred beam directions to spare temporal lobes and 

cochlea place distal end of Bragg peak within brainstem
• Should planning extend Bragg peaks  beyond brainstem?
• Using RBE  model† calculate RBE plans based on differing 

beam arrangements
• 6 patients
• Double  scattering plans
• 54 Gy (RBE) to CTV
• TOPAS calculated dLET
• Assign alpha/beta by tissue type, calc RBE-weighted dose

†McNamara AL, Schuemann J, Paganetti H. A phenomenological
relative biological effectiveness (RBE) model for proton therapy based
on all published in vitro cell survival data. Phys Med Biol 2015;60:
8399-8416.







• Comparing the results from LET-sparing techniques 3FLD-LS, 2FLD-
LS1, and 2FLD-LS2 points out the significance of selecting the 
appropriate number and directions of proton beams in the treatment of 
these patients.

• In an effort to better spare the brainstem and spinal cord of any 
unnecessary (relative biologically effective) dose, oblique beams in 
larger angles (relative to the PA direction) should be preferred because 
they potentially allow for both dosimetric and LET sparing of the 
brainstem.

• In conclusion, extending the end of range beyond the brainstem does 
not necessarily lead to favorable variable RBE-weighted doses, despite 
the decreased LET values in the brainstem.

• Considering all these factors, we can conclude that if the objective is to 
minimize the volume of the brainstem being treated, then the dose-
sparing approach should be preferred.

• What about minimized LET and Dose?
• IMPT?



• 34 pediatric 
patients with 
ependymoma 
treated with 
proton therapy.

• DS
• A subset of 14 

patients 
exhibited post-
treatment 
changes on MR 
images

• MRs registered, 
regions 
contoured

• MCNPX Monte 
Carlo modeled 
LETt track 
averaged LET

• LETt is the 
arithmetic mean 
value of the 
fluence
spectrum of 
LET.

• Considered 
association of 6 
factors



Challenge: Proton therapy target conformity

• Cohort of 7 H&N patients from clinical practice
• Tomotherapy and IMPT plans compared
• Dose fall off gradient determined by 1 mm 

expansion shells scoring mean dose
• On average, Tomotherapy provided a steeper 

dose gradient from the target



• Effect on dose conformity and delivery efficiency of intensity modulated 

proton therapy (IMPT) by varying physical proton beam dimensions 

(beam σ using the Gaussian profile).

• A 3-12 mm range of beam σ in air was simulated.

• A series of treatment plans on simple phantoms were generated with 

variable spot size.

• The following metric was used to grade the plans: Target Conformity = 

(D10-D95)/(D10-D95)3mm,OAR Hit = DOR50/DOR503mm, Quality Index 

(QI) = Target Conformity/OAR Hit.

• Lower QI scores (1-2) indicate potentially superior plans.

Beam quality - Penumbra

J. Farr, D. Geismar, A. Kaiser, M. Stuschke, Westdeutsches Protonentherapiezen trum and 
Universitätsklinikum Essen, “Gaussian beam sigma and field number effects on dose 
conformity in intensity modulated proton therapy,” PTCOG, October 2009, Heidelberg, 

Germany.



• The phantom QI’s indicated a significant sensitivity to beam size.

• A reasonable QI was only achieved by the 3 and 6 mm σ beams.

Highly conformal 3 mm σ plan result

% dose difference between 3 mm and 12 
mm σ plans indicating excess dose to the 

simulated OAR
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Conformity OAR Hit QI

Prostate Phantom

3mm - 2 Field 1 1.0 1

6mm - 2 Field 2 1.1 2

9mm - 2 Field 5 1.1 5

12mm - 2 Field 17 1.2 14

Beam quality - Penumbra



Beam quality - Penumbra
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Scanned minibeams



 Proton MCS leads to degradation at depth in 
media loosing its high dose conformity in 
comparison to IMXT

 Due to greater mass, He and C do not experience 
as much MCS, retaining their physical dose 
distribution advantage in comparison to IMXT

 Carbon beams are associate with an undesirable 
fragmentation “tail”

 The fragmentation tail is not observed for 
protons

 The Helium fragmentation tail is much lower in 
magnitude in comparison to carbon

Source: Helium ions for radiotherapy? Physical and biological verifications of a novel treatment modality. Michael Krämer, et al. Med. Phys. 43 (4), April 2016 

Higher Target Conformity: He++



Helium and Carbon show significant 
physical and biological dose sparing to the 
brainstem

Higher Target Conformity: He++

Assessment of potential advantages of relevant ions for particle therapy: A model based study. 

R. Grün, et al. Med. Phys. 42 (2), February 2015 

 


